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About This Game

CAN YOU SEE IT?
In the first game by The Working Parts, a lone frog descends into the depths of a flooded forest, not yet knowing the full extent
of its tragedy. To survive in a brutal, oxygen-obsessed ecosystem, you must help it see the patterns and hidden truths that make

up the rules of the forest - horrible as they may be.

They Breathe is a critically acclaimed indie gem risen from the depths of Xbox Live Indie Games. In thirty short minutes, the
game leaves it up to you to figure out every part of its increasingly bizarre universe, in order to survive the onslaught of

unexpected creatures and ultimately comprehend their true nature. No matter how your descent to the bottom of the forest takes
shape, it is guaranteed to give you the chills without a single word of dialog.

Keep your eyes open, for there is darkness beneath the surface. And you're not at the bottom yet.

Features

Surreal atmosphere

No hand-holding

Hand-drawn HD art
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A story told through gameplay

''Making of'' feature

What people say

This game is only 2$, but I feel like this experience is scarring me for life - Markiplier

"The scariest game on earth" - GameGrumps

"I approached They Breathe as a game, but it ended as an experience" - Whatsyourtagblog.com

''They Breathe is deceptively creepy [...] disturbing in all the right ways'' - Destructoid 

''Some games evoke such a strange feeling that you can't help but be sucked in. They Breathe is one of those games.'' - 
XBLIG Silver Award, NeoGAF 

''The atmosphere that The Working Parts has managed to create is praiseworthy.'' - Indiegamemag.com

''a journey of discovery that is both rewarding and surprisingly horrifying'' - Plus10Damage 
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It's a card trading game with some fan-service in the form of a "rub" system to upgrade cards. It's also very linear.

I'm conflicted on this game because I love CCGs, but this one just rubs(no pun intended) the wrong way. First off, it's linear
with virtually nothing to do outside of the main story mode, aside from training matches. This becomes an issue because if you
get stuck and can't progress, which you most likely will, then you have to farm. I absolutely ♥♥♥♥ing HATE farming because
it's a monotonous task that no one likes doing. If you say you like farming, you're either talking about real life farming or you're
lying. I also had an issue with the difficulty curves between chapters(I got to ch. 3 and it has a huge difficulty jump).

I first got stuck at the chapter 2 boss, because it's where the game introduces upgraded cards and, unless I missed something,
unlocks upgrading cards after you've beaten the boss. Makes no sense to me, but whatever. So, since the boss has upgraded
cards, I found them to be VERY difficult, but also because they had very strong cards, such as "fenfir". The cards you get in the
beginning, even with the stupid card packs you get while progressing, gives you weak level 1 cards and you're put up against a
boss that already has an objective edge over you. It took me several attempts to beat the boss, and when I hit chapter 2, the first
fight gave me lots of trouble because it also had many upgraded cards, and then the second fight is where I stopped. I just
cannot beat it because they have many powerful cards that tend to kill my summon in one hit and yet take several hits to take
down. You might say "oh, hey, grind up for packs and by a bunch of heavy-hitters to use!'. You can't. You can only have 3 of
each card type in a deck and 3 SS rank cards in total. ♥♥♥♥ing. Stupid. Sure, maybe I suck, but literally all you have to do in
the game is linear node-by-node map exploration and training battles. It's a confusing and disturbing difficulty curve.

So, if you know anything about CCGs, you'll know that this is a card-based game and you get cards from card packs, which you
use to build a deck. Decks are very simplistic in this game, with 4 different types of summon(melee, ranged, heal, and
buff(buffs damage)). You start with a coin flip to see who goes first, you get mana per turn, summoning cards onto the
battlefield uses mana, and among other mechanics you gain access to further in the game, mana is the resource of the combat.
The goal of the battles is to get your cards to the enemy HQ, where it will kamikaze bomb the ♥♥♥♥ out of it, 1 HP per
summon. Also, in the combat, your summons can't attack, kill an enemy, and then move but they can attack when summoned if
an enemy is within attack range. What this means is that the enemy AI CAN block your summon easily and just pile up
summons on a lane, and then you're screwed. If your summons are constantly being killed, then you're going to get outnumbered
easily, and I found this really easy to happen since you have to prioritize blocking the enemy as well, rather than focussing one
lane, but if you do that, you play the long-game of waiting until the enemy auto-loses because they run out of cards.

So, the rubbing system works in that you get rub points from battles, and you spend those rub points to upgrade *a* card, which
means if you have 3 of a cardl, you have to do it 3 times to upgrade each card once. I found the system very difficult, especially
on mouse, and I failed several times. You don't gain some kind of progress if you fail the rub event, you just lose your rub
points and you have to try again. It's a pretty asinine and punishing thing to do. I mean, give the players *some* kind of progress
because, honestly, this game has ♥♥♥♥ all else to do in it. When you upgrade cards, they can gain skills, e.g. move on same
turn it's summoned, or their stats might be changed, e.g. lose 1 HP but you get a skill for that card level. It's an interesting
system but actually playing the game ruins it for me.

It's pretty simple but the monotomy of the combat and the seemingly required farming you have to do in the game ruins it for
me. It's just not fun. It's different in games like, for example, final fantasy where there's constant progress being made e.g. XP,
but in this game you're most likely going to farm solely for Rub points to upgrade cards, and that takes ♥♥♥♥ing forever,
because it's a linear game, so you can't go back, but even then there's no real reason to since all you would be farming is rub
points. In training mode, as far as I'm concerned with my own experiences, you can replay previous battle but you still get
nothing if you lose and you get reduced rewards if you win compared to the original fight. AFAIK, you can't buy rub points
either and I've seen in several places that the online store doesn't work, so it's not like I can just pay my way through the
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game(not that I'd ever be stupid enough to do that). It just doesn't make much sense to me and it's just plain annoying. It's
adding padding to the game, a game that already has a very slow feel to its gameplay.

I got this game on sale during the winter sale, and looking at the price right now, that's $2.19 CAD at 90% off. That's a
♥♥♥♥ing steal for almost 3 hours of gameplay from anything, and I like CCGs that have good art and gameplay, be it lewd or
not. Unfortunately, this game has boring, linear, and not fun gameplay with a really ♥♥♥♥ing weird difficult curve. Regardless
of how bad I may or may not be, I hit a brick wall very quickly into the game and it's abundantly clear how much this game
relies on farming, but it's expected from a game of its type. I'm just more surprised the ♥♥♥♥ing *online doesn't work*. It's
ridiculous. Apparently this isn't a significantly vast game either, so can I really blame them? I'm taking a break and maybe one
day I'll pick this back up and try again but it turned me off very quickly, because farming. Farming sucks. Both in real life and
online.. A real fun little game with thick atmosphere and some spooky moments, without any tedious jumpscares. Lots of little
hidden secrets to find and, while short, very replayable. Great use of sound, too, the soundtrack is top-notch. I feel like it could
do with more content, and if I bought this at full price (\u00a39), I would feel a bit more disappointed. Still though, I really
enjoyed it and would want to see more, whether a sequel (being this is already a spiritual successor, that's not hard to imagine),
or some more content via updates\/ DLC.. Minerva's Den is one of the most interesting stories Rapture has to offer. I would
highly recommend it if you crave more Bioshock 2 and an interesting story.. My only criticism is that the default binds aren't
great but they're easily remapped. Some levels have questionable layouts and some have strange lighting that sometimes masks
enemy placements but overall it's a great platformer. I'll probably update my review when I beat the game but for now the great
art style, music and pacing is a joy to play through exam season while I procrastinate my revision time until I hit full panic
mode.. When right in the first zone after the tutorial, in the 2nd battle my lvl3 beasts drop like flies to a lvl1 mob, because it
pops attacks faster then I can possible react, I'm fairly sure the design department failed really hard.
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Great pack, no need to buy labour or officer badge each month as its permanent ;). This Game is pretty awesome I had never
heard of it. I then watched some gameplay and bought it. It has a sick campaign and a epic multiplayer and its not your call of
duty lame style either. It has tacticle moves you need to make to complete a mission and a staggaring amount of players allowed
in a lobby. You can customize your character completely and the gameplay is polished and very smooth.. There is a section
which you can modifity your gun, but I can't find a way to gain points for that.. Is A Fun Game Only Bough For The
Achievements But Overall A Good Game But Does Make You Angry.. Early Access Watcher Reviews Aurora Dawn: Steam
Age

Update Version: v1.2.2

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the review.

It has taken me awhile to figure out the best way to come across this game. The major issue is not with a technical problem or a
gameplay issue, but with the free version offered by the developer. The two versions are different in regard to content (the
Steam Age along with all the items, buildings, materials, equipment and enemies along with it) are exclusively to the paid
version. It is not much of a difference and the real conflict is with whether it is worth the price to pick up the paid version. I will
go ahead and say get the free version to determine if you like this game; I am not leaving it at that though.

The main objective of the game is to survive the increasingly difficult assaults of Dusk monstrosities. You create a character
and journey to Aurora in the hopes of saving it from the Dusk while building your skills by participating in the activity each
skill represents. Mine to increase miner, leatherwork to increase tanner, get hit to increase shields and build to increase builder.
By increasing your skill levels you also increase your main level and perform tasks faster. There is a mana system for spells and
spawning resource nodes, energy for completing tasks, and hunger that affects energy restoration. While you are accompanied
by AI companions, you can also hire mercenaries to fight under your control. This makes combat a little easier since the enemy
tends to split apart to strike multiple enemies, which is a plus given how some games just send enemies toward the player in a
mindless rage.

The game bolsters three game modes: story missions, wave survival and team deathmatch. During each story mission (which
moonlight as the game's tutorial), you are given time to build and equip along side your companions until the waves of Dusk
monsters strike. Wave survival is the same, but you are able to customize the number of waves, number of enemies per wave,
difficulty of the wave and frequency of each wave. Team deathmatch is similar to a RTS style team fight with up to eight
players. Depending on the difficulty setting, you could get through the story missions in three to four hours.

What could make or break this game for someone is the focus on a passive community. You can either focus on assisting the AI
controlled companions or focus mainly on yourself while they go about their own business. The contributions you make during
each mission feels minuscule and it usually falls back to self-improvement to ensure you are as battle ready as possible. You can
place defensive structures and buildings hoping your companions will build it, but a lot of times they decide to focus on their
own agendas. It is quite possible to complete each mission by handing over your character to the AI as well. This kind of defeats
the purpose though and turns the game into a visual simulation.

The Dusk is not the only trouble affecting Aurora; crashes and select audio issues were present. These issues were present in the
demo version and the current build of the paid version. Each mode is at risk of being hit by a random crash while I only noticed
the audio cut outs happening in the campaign. Crashes occurred about a third of the time in the team deathmatch game mode
making often saving a requirement.

This game was rather difficult to properly judge. I have not seen a case were a developer was willing to release a demo version
this similar to the paid version. The passive community brought an interesting twist to the table, but in doing so isolates the
player in terms of personal growth. This could be why it was implemented; not knowing what the end goals of the AI can lead to
an underwhelming force to combat the Dusk though. I will recommend this game, but I cannot stress enough how important it is
to try the demo version before purchasing this game. It is the rare case you have a clear view of what to expect in a early access
title.

Pro

- Robust demo (play it before buying)
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- Distinct art style for sprites and characters
- Unique AI system

Cons

- Crashes
- Audio errors
- Passive community can be a deal breaker for some

Special note: I also noticed several grammar and text issues during the course of the campaign. I did not use it in consideration
of this review and honestly have no right to question considering my own faulty grammar.. very nice game. very awsome nice.
this is great.. this app save my time to develop game. APB-Reloaded ( ALL POINTS BULLETIN-RELOADED ).

About the game :

At the start when u login u can chose between : Citadel , Jericho , Hong Kong .
After u choose a server u have to choose a faction between '' Criminals '' and '' Enforcer '' after u chose a faction u like u can
create your own character ( but u cant move from the servers ).
As Enforcer u have two different type of contacts : First ''Prentiss tigers'' and second u have '' Shadow strike ''. If u chose
Criminal u have : ''Blood roses'' and '' G-Kings ''.
After u created your character u can make the Tutorial or join any district and press T to see tutorial.

In this game u have five different district u can chose. First u have '' Financial District '' in this district u can play missions and
rank your self , there is two different '' Financial Districts'' first is the one where u can get any threat u want and in the second
one u play and doesn't matter if u win or lose you wont lose your threat . Second map is '' Waterfront District '' its similar to ''
Financial District '' there is just the map different and u have district when u can lose your threat and in the second doesn't
matter . Third districts are '' Fight clubs '' there are two Fight clubs : First The Asylum and Second Baylan shipping . In this
Fight clubs u play to collect special money called Jt ( Joker Tickets ) . With this special money u can go to the last district called
'' Social district '' . U can buy or customize clothes , cars .... And if u want special guns or car kits u buy it with your Jt ( Joker
tickets ).

At contacts u can buy , clothes , cars , weapons , ..... but the weapon u buy at a contact are only for 10 days . In this game exist
weapons with open slots where u can put modifications . If u want to unlock them u need rank your ranks with ( Sniper ,
shotgun.... ) at rank five u get one slot weapon to buy at a contact for 10 days. If u want to have a permanent character or a
permanent account weapon you need to buy it for real money on Armas marketplace . The guns u buy on Armas marketplace
have 3 open slot or 3 3 already put in modifications .

Personal thinking of this game :
Its worth to try it out .. My dream come true! I have waited a very long time for this gem to come to PC. Always had difficulty
playing this game on my iPhone and iPad with my big hands. Now I can play on the big screen with keyboard and mouse. Thank
you so much for making this happen!
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